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Personalize your space with beautiful, nature-inspired prints!Featuring dozens of stylized, vintage

illustrations, Instant Wall Art: Botanical Prints captures the intricate details and vibrant colors of the

world's most stunning plants. Each page encourages you to frame your favorite pieces and

personalize your space with the beauty of the outdoors. From the blooming Cape blue water lily to

the flowering peach tree branch, this book's beautiful, budget-friendly art makes it easy and

inexpensive to transform your entire home.With Instant Wall Art: Botanical Prints, you can finally say

goodbye to blank walls and hello to the nature-inspired look you love--all at an exceptional value!
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Love these prints. Exactly as expected. This helped created my botanical print wall with a modest

budget.

It is what it says- images intended to frame. Each page is printed on one side only, and there are

perforations along to spine to easily remove the image you want. It looks like the images came from

multiple original botanical texts, so there is some variety. Some of the images include roses, irises,

pears, peaches, poppies and crocus. The pages themselves are 8"x 10", but the images

themselves can be 7"x9", so if you wanted to trim them down for a smaller frame, that would

probably be doable.



Beautiful prints. Unbelievable bargain. They look amazing once framed.

Great Book! Especially for those that want to frame prints for decorating, These are the real deal

except they are on paper. It is up to you to matt, frame, texture, and hang them them the right way.

This was exactly what I was looking for, however there are a few minor downfalls. As other

reviewers have previously stated, one must be careful when removing the pages. While each page

is perforated, you still have to be very cautious when removing a page. I opened the book as widely

as I could (the perforations are very close to the spine) and then tried to bend each page before

beginning to tear it out. Even with these efforts, they did not come out easily so I then took a pair of

kitchen scissors and carefully sliced down the perforated line, which made it much easier to then

remove the page. I could not simply cut a page out, again due to the perforated line being so close

to the spine.The backgrounds of the pictures are not of uniform color. They range from white to

cream to light yellow. This doesn't bother me as much as them not being uniform in size. It's hard to

describe but I'll try: all of the pages themselves fit perfectly in an 8X10 frame, but some of the prints,

where the color of the background is not white, have a white border around the outside that will

show unless you have a mat that fits perfectly. That said, most of the prints are of decent quality and

there are only a couple exceptions to that.The final page of the book has two smaller prints meant to

be framed individually, and it would be cool if they provided a few more like that, 4x6s and some

5X7s, just for more size options.Overall, I really like these and plan to use many throughout the

house, and may even make gifts with the leftovers. Would recommend to anyone looking for subtle,

natural decor with a vintage feel.

I received this today and really like it. The one small complaint I have, which stops me from giving it

five stars, is that some of the prints have a beige/tan background and others do not. With 45 prints

to choose from there are plenty of options if you want to create a uniform look of background or no

background, but some of my favorite prints in the book have the background, and I prefer none. Like

I said, still plenty of beautiful options, and for the price I would recommend it and am glad I

purchased it, but that stops this book from being perfect for me.

Super cute prints- good for framing. Most of them have one or more of a similar style, so they're

good to make a set. I used all of them without frames to create an interesting wall feature instead of

a headboard for me bed. For the price, it couldn't be beat!



Great variety of prints to choose from. I wish there had been a few more options without

backgrounds. Also, one of my favorites tore as I was trying to rip it out by the perforated line, so that

was sad. Luckily there's a lot to choose from in this book, so it was easily replaced.
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